The “Beer wagon” is a mod rod version of a vintage delivery truck. It has been compacted into an everyday street rod using the latest rod techniques. The original flavor of the vintage truck has been retained in the wild custom fiberglass hood, cab, and fenders. A box rail frame supports a cobra engine-hydro combination which feeds into a truck transmission. A chrome chain unit drives the deep-dished chromed Astro wheels with extra wide slicks. The front suspension features a dropped front axle, air springs, chromed radius rods and deep-dished wheels with wide faced weenies.

The interior styling is a work of art. Tufted naugahyde bucket seats actually form a booth. In the center of this booth is a console with a beer barrel complete with spigot and two Bavarian beer steins. A hot rod steering wheel padded headrests, stein shift lever and Maltese cross rear window finish off the strictly first-class interior. Injector stacks, chrome pony gas tanks, custom exhaust pipes and old railroad lantern tail lights round out this little jewel.
Y1 FLOORBOARD
FLAT BLACK

Y2 HOOD

Y9 STEERING COLUMN
SEMIGLOSS BLACK

★ P8 STEERING WHEEL
CHROME

★ P7 SHIFT LEVER
CHROME
PAINT GLOSS WHITE WITH SMALL BLUE, RED AND YELLOW SPOTS.

★ P3 STEINS
CHROME
(PAINT GLOSS WHITE WITH SMALL BLUE, RED AND YELLOW SPOTS.)
FINAL ASSEMBLY CONTINUED

DECAL PLACEMENT

BARRELS MAY BE PLACED OR CEMENTED AT ANY LOCATION ON THE TRUCK BED.